Global activities and initiatives where your support will advance the work of our students and faculty:

**THE GLOBAL SCHOOL:** Naming the global school brings prestige and distinction to WPI’s long-standing position as a leader in STEM higher education around the globe.

**DEAN OF GLOBAL SCHOOL:** A named deanship for the campus leader responsible for coordinating all global-related activities will clear the pathway to realizing our vision for The Global School.

**GLOBAL PROJECT CENTERS:** Endowing a global project center provides the critical resources to ensure that faculty and students continue to solve problems and change lives around the world.

**GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS:** Your support will provide infrastructure to expand the Global Projects Program and other global partnerships and will increase the number of faculty advisors and project sponsors to accommodate growth and accelerate WPI’s global reach.

**GLOBAL PROJECT CENTERS:** Endowing a global project center provides the critical resources to ensure that faculty and students continue to solve problems and change lives around the world.

**GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS:** Your support will provide infrastructure to expand the Global Projects Program and other global partnerships and will increase the number of faculty advisors and project sponsors to accommodate growth and accelerate WPI’s global reach.

**NGO-IN-RESIDENCE:** Providing support for one nongovernmental organization per year.

**GREAT PROBLEMS SEMINAR:** Expansion of this program will increase the number of first-year students who step outside their disciplines to solve problems focused on themes of global significance.

**CENTER FOR GLOBAL PUBLIC SAFETY:** As an international collaboration focused on increasing resiliency, naming this center will further advance WPI’s international reputation, as well as expand our capacity for making positive change in the world.

**PhD GLOBAL FELLOWSHIPS:** Supporting fellowships provides the resources for global experiences for doctoral students.

**VISITING PROFESSORSHIP:** Your support will establish a rotating position enabling on-campus preparation for an off-campus project back in the professor’s home country.

**GLOBAL LAB ACTIVITIES:** Donors can advance the important work of The Global Lab by supporting such endeavors as a Faculty Fellows Program, an International Visiting Scholars Program, Global Research Support, a Global Engagement podcast series, a Global Lab Project Center, and a Virtual Lab web platform.

It is truly a different world, and WPI is redoubling its commitment to preparing engineers, scientists, and leaders who will address the great problems of the 21st century. Supporting a new model for a world-spanning, globally engaged university is an investment in our students and faculty, and also in making the world a better place.

We invite you to join us on this expedition to tomorrow’s university and a brighter world Beyond These Towers.
As our global society becomes increasingly complex and interconnected, so too do the challenges we face. Access to clean water and affordable healthcare, improving infrastructure, maximizing energy resources, and advancing medicine to treat and eradicate disease—these are challenges of concern for people almost anywhere in the world.

They will never be solved by smart people working alone. Rather, solutions develop when great minds break through disciplinary, cultural, and geographic boundaries to collaborate toward a common purpose. Never before have we been more in need of people with great technical, interpersonal, and communication skills, with a depth of disciplinary, cultural, and public policy knowledge—people who can expand their thinking to imagine new and innovative solutions to intractable problems.

Our global programs exemplify how WPI brings teams of students, faculty, government agencies, businesses, and community organizations together to address issues that impact individuals and communities around the world.

RECORD OF EXCELLENCE

With its distinctive hands-on, project-based curriculum and its Global Projects Program, WPI delivers a transformative global education like few other institutions. Student project teams, guided by faculty mentors, collaborate on solving problems of significance—problems at the intersection of STEM and society, and problems related to the students’ studies. Many students complete at least one of these projects off campus, in another part of the world.

The projects, especially the global projects, expand students’ perspectives by pushing them out of their comfort zones intellectually, culturally, and interpersonally. Our alumni credit their off-campus project experiences particularly with preparing them to lead in their professions and communities and enabling them to pursue fulfilling lives. In fact, the off-campus project experience has proven so formative to our alumni that WPI—with the generous support of alumni and friends—has committed to providing a stipend for an off-campus project for every incoming student, beginning with the Class of 2022.

WPI has steadily expanded its global reach and commitment since the establishment of its first global project centers in 1974. Faculty have reconsidered our curriculum, developing the Great Problems Seminar, to give first-year students an immersive experience in project-based learning with a global focus. The new Global Lab in the WPI Innovation Studio is envisioning new ways to record, present, and evaluate the impact of global projects and experiences on our students and the communities they serve. The university also seeks to identify more areas of the world where it has concentrations of faculty expertise, academic partnerships, project sponsors and centers, and alumni communities.

WPI GLOBAL SCHOOL

Now The Global School will organize and maximize all these initiatives, programs, relationships, and activities and bring them to scale. It will bring the work our faculty and students are doing to address the great problems facing our global society together with experts in our academic departments, to leverage both for greater impact. The Global School will also provide mechanisms for bringing the world to WPI through visiting fellows and scholars-in-residence, and even more ways of bringing WPI to the world. Opportunities abound to accelerate our impact beyond our campus and beyond our shores, as WPI stakes its claim as The Global Polytechnic.

“My global project experience was formative. I was able to participate in something truly innovative, something that will have lasting impacts on communities around the world,” said Emily Curci ’17, a Beckett Scholarship recipient.

As the next generation of global citizens, we must work together to imagine, design, and create solutions to the most pressing issues of our time. It is up to us to be connectors, to bridge the worlds we come from and the worlds we want to create, and to be leaders in building a better future.

As ever, WPI is a place of experiences, with well over 100% of students engaging in hands-on, project-based learning. These experiences are transformative for our students, connecting them to the world and to themselves. Whether they are on campus in the United States or abroad in a global project, WPI students are connecting to the experience, the passion, and the promise of this university and its people.
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Now, more than ever, the world needs WPI’s innovators, educators, makers, and doers—people with the knowhow and the tenacity to work across disciplinary, cultural, and geographic boundaries to take on the world’s greatest and most consequential problems. Realizing the vision of a truly globally engaged university will take an unprecedented commitment from the greater WPI community.

Our drive to go beyond is fueled by the belief that what we have created and what we do at WPI can be of immense value to a world beset by challenges.

We need champions to help us get there.

Be a champion. Join us on this expedition to tomorrow’s university and a brighter world Beyond These Towers.
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